 NEWSFLASH! SERVAS MALAWI 2014  Social Activity: March
The Obert
Khowa Peace
Garden - AYISE

From this .................. to this

After improving the
garden at AYISE we
are now looking at the
creating the same but
on a larger scale at the
Bangwe Youth Centre.

CARRYING THE PEACE MESSAGE FORWARD. The area to belandscaped.

Now what shall we do with this area  ?
Well we have broken up the soil and bought about mk12,000 of plants to put into the garden. Then we made rockeries
with the volunteer help and put in the new plants. We just need a good bought of rain to allow the roots to grow down
for them to get a grip or they will die in the dry season. We put in lots of shrubs as they have a good chance of survival.

Servas Meeting  Film Evening at Sandra’s. Friday April 5th 2014.
3monthly blood donation – two
Donors
turned
up to
donate
but the
camera
battery
died
just as I
took the
photo –
shame!



We were supposed to watch the film, The Maids
but instead we just chatted over cocktails and
chicken-in-wine and laughed – possibly a bit too much! YOU SHOULD HAVE BEEN THERE!
An unusually small event. Cozy and intimate. Fun! Thanks Sandra – appreciated.
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SERVAS USA -

Guess who’s coming for dinner tonight?

A Servas experience by Nadine & Georg Lego
http://unitedstatesservas.wordpress.com/2014/05/13/guess-whos-coming-for-dinner-tonight/May
13, 2014 by United States Servas, Inc. 2 Comments
We discovered Servas through a friend just before my husband and I decided to take a year off
and travel around the world.
In 1 year we visited 19 countries. Servas gave us the chance to share many members’ lives and to
discover the inside stories of so many places.
In Buenos Aires for instance we stayed with 4 hosts. All living in different neighborhoods which
gave us a real feel for the city. One host, Gaby, invited me to a dance class and a meditation
class. With Anna and her boyfriend, we went bicycling in the city. Another host we visited, Daniel,
lives in a very special place Tigre. Tigre is located in the north of greater Buenos Aires and lies on
the Parana Delta. The landscape is shaped by the many streams from the delta. Daniel had
invited us and we did not realize what a treat it was! We met him in BA and from there drove to
Tigre to discover that his house is sitting in the middle of the delta – that his neighborhood is not
made of streets but small streams and canals. We hopped in his boat and speed to his house.
Sharing experience like this is only possible with an international network of friends.


Where
did
Nadine
and
Georg
go to
after
Malawi



On our way to Africa, we started feeling a bit antsy and looked for possibilities to volunteer on
projects. I had noticed in the Servas International Newsletter that the Malawi chapter was very
active. So I contacted Demelza, the “firecracker” national secretary who developed partnerships
with local non-profit organizations and offers volunteering to Servas visitors. We spent a month in
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Blantyre, Malawi and worked on 2 projects with the community while staying with 6 local families
members of Servas. One project involved the beautification of a youth center using peace
messages. We motivated the team of volunteers and helped them structure their efforts. The work
is theirs! (See photos). It was a valuable experience for all and gave us a sense of
accomplishment. Our working involvement and spending free time with the families was the
perfect balance.

WE ENDED OUR WORLD
TOUR with Taiwan and Japan.
Both countries have very
active members. Taiwan was
a surprise: as their motto says
“the world in one island”. That
maybe explains why the
Taiwanese are so welcoming
and open to foreigners. We
stayed with multiple hosts in
Taipei and around the island.
We discovered a culture
closely related to Japan
(creative design, architecture)
due to their shared history.

So Japan as our next and last stop on our trip was a natural destination. Japan being known as a
foreign culture to most westerners and closed to the outside (due to a history of isolation) is best
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visited while staying with hosts. Our exchanges with host families were instrumental to understand
some aspects of the Japanese traditions and culture so we felt at ease. Our experiences with
Servas hosts around the world was a positive and an enriching human experience. Relying on an
international network of friends brought the unfamiliar more familiar and helped us build
understanding, tolerance and world peace. If you’d like to know more and see additional photos
about our adventure, visit us at www.awonderfulmind.com


Here
Nadine
and
Gerog
are
again in
Japan!
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